Detecting deteriorated vigilance using percentage of eyelid closure time during behavioral maintenance of wakefulness tests.
Several researchers have investigated the relation between vigilance and ocular variables such as saccade, slow eye movement, pupil, blink, or eyelid closure. This study was undertaken to find the most effective indicator among these ocular variables for evaluating short-term (1 min) fluctuation of vigilance, and to investigate the ability of the most effective ocular variable for predicting deteriorated vigilance during behavioral maintenance of the wakefulness test (Oxford sleep resistance test: OSLER test). Nine healthy volunteers (two women, 19-30 years old, 23.4±3.9 years old) participated in this study. Ocular variables were recorded during the OSLER test at 10 A.M. and 2 P.M. before and after partial sleep deprivation (4h sleep). The periods during the OSLER test were divided into 1 min epochs. Each epoch was classified according to the number of consecutive missed responses. Decreased blink frequency and pupil diameter as well as increased percentage of eyelid closure time (PERCLOS) and slow eye movement were observed as the consecutive missed responses increased. Among these variables, PERCLOS showed the highest ability to detect occurrence of any missed response and three or more consecutive missed responses. Moreover, a missed response seldom occurred (0.2±0.2/20 trial/min) when PERCLOS was less than 11.5% per minute. Results suggest that, among the ocular variables, PERCLOS can prevent error or accident caused by low vigilance most effectively.